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THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAIL...

Impromptu Ltd and Floating Harbour Films have been collaborating for many years making the highest 
quality films for live and remote learning and development programmes.

Impromptu Ltd specialise in creating compelling learning experiences, using role-play methods...  

“Our programmes provide a flexible, stimulating approach to learning, that will increase confidence 
and capability, improve performance and help build productive, trusting and rewarding relationships 

between people.  Our commitment is to produce tangible outcomes for our clients and learning that has 
direct application in the workplace. “

Floating Harbour Films have special expertise in drama and documentary making...

“We always utilise the most up to date technologies to deliver outstanding content. We promise every 
client we will go to every length necessary to understand your business and your needs, to work harder 
to ensure your content is engaging and on message, to deliver on time and on budget, to exceed your 

expectations every step of the way.” 
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Our bronze package is ideal for a tight budget. We have stripped back all the non-essentials to provide a 
high quality product that ‘tells the story’ and captures content effectively - at a very competitive price. 

Ideal for: 

Scenes with up to 2 characters in a single location 
where there is little movement (for example, both 
characters are seated or standing in one place).

Drama can be a highly effective tool when used in learning and development, training and marketing.  
Stories, told well, will have a direct and powerful effect on an audience.  We specialise in making great 
drama-based films and know exactly how to work with this format to maximise the impact. 

BRONZE 

What to Expect:
• Relatively fixed camera angles - wide and mid 

shots
• Professional grade clean sound 
• Use of available light with minimal additional 

lighting as required
• HD files of your film suitable for web or local 

delivery platform

DRAMA 
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What to Expect:

• Wide, mid and close up shots
• Broadcast quality sound
• Specific lighting of individuals to enhance look and feel
• HD single format files of your film suitable for web or local 

delivery platform

SILVER
A product which builds on bronze by offering both mid shots and 
close ups. Wide shots establish the physical realtionship between 
characters, mid shots are great for seeing body language and 
close ups focus on micro-expressions at key moments.  Silver 
allows for some movement e.g. characters arriving, getting drinks 
etc. Dedicated sound operation allows for much more intimate 
microphone positioning resulting in higher quality sound.

Ideal for:

When capturing detail is important and shot variety is desirable to 
help maintain audience engagement. 
Either one or two relatively simple set ups.
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Our GOLD option will produce a broadcast quality 
product with a look and feel more akin to television 
drama. Multiple angles and dynamic (moving) shots 
are possible and production equipment is upgraded 
for stunning images and greater flexibility in post-
production. Colour grading is added to give films a 
distinctive and tailored look.

Ideal for:
When a higher-end look is required
Where there might be several characters and/or 
movement in the scene
Where the set is more elaborate and needs more 
complex lighting, more camera angles and wider 
coverage.
Where more than two (up to 3) different set up / 
locations are required
Where some set dressing may be required. 

GOLD

What to Expect:
• 2 main set ups + dynamic (moving) shots, detail shots        
and other perspective shots eg high angle (bird’s   
eye) Broadcast quality sound
• Make up artist

•  Dedicated Director of photography on set to
    ensure lighting is high-end
• HD files of your film suitable for web or local    

delivery platform plus additional compression   
formats if required 
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PLATINUM
Our premium service offers superior production values, the maximum amount of footage shot per day and 
a bucketload of additional extras to give your film true professional punch. The addition of a jib or other 
special item will offer ultimate flexibilty in shot choices. Adding a B camera unit means that simultaneous 
pickup shooting in different locations is possible. We also bring in an art director to dress the set and 
oversee costumes.Increased time in post production offers the addition of bespoke more advanced slick 
graphics, namestraps and / or logos.  

Ideal for:
Mulitple scenes that require multiple characters.
Where some set is required beyond what already exists on location, or where costumes are more specific
When there might a number of different set-up locations
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What to Expect (Platinum):
• Dedicated Director
• Lighting Cameraman and up to 3 Camera Operator
• Seperate dedicated sound recordist plus assistant as required
• Dedicated art director and / or make up artist
• 4 production assistants for clapper, data and set-dressing
• All production equipment including full lighting set up
• Portable greenscreen studio set up if required
• 7 days Post-production
• A greater volume of content might be shot preserving production quality
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INTERVIEWS & 
PIECES TO CAMERA

BRONZE
Our basic package offers a simple single presenter to 
camera option at a great price. As requirements get more 
complex additional elelments may need to be added but it 
starts here...

Ideal for: 
Confident speakers / presenters who don’t need an 
autocue where there is a suitable background on site. 
Short ‘on the fly’ interviews when only a short set up time is 
possible.
Voxpops

Perfect for news stories, corporate communication, documentary 
and more. We’ve filmed hundreds of interviews and pieces to 
camera for numerous purposes. We’ve broken down the options 
to give you an indication of what is possible for your budget.  

What you can expect:
• Single Camera Operator (DSLR) / Sound recordist combined
• Radio miced sound 

• Use of available light 
• Still image logo and simple strap lines
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SILVER

Our midrange product in this category allows for additional 
resources to create a higher end look or accommodate time 
or location pressures.

Ideal for: 
tHigher profile interviewees
where content is critical and / or there are specific time 
pressures
Where a more considered background  or look is required

What to expect:

• Dedicated lighting cameraman
• Separate dedicated sound recordist 
• Broadcast quality microphone for enhanced 

sound
• Broadcast quality camera
• Animated logo and name straps

• Use of available light 
• Still image logo and simple strap lines
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GOLD

Our Gold option steps it up on the graphics front. 
It adds our portable greenscreen studio and includes 
graphics work in post production where graphics, 
images and titling can be added to bring additional 
clarity to ideas, highlight particular points or indicate 
chapter points or changes in subject.

Ideal for:
Longer pieces to help mainitain the viewers interest 
and keep them focused
Pieces that have an element of technicality that needs 
explaining using visual aids
Films that have several interviewees - a consistant 
style can be maintained even if the interviewees are 
in different locations. 

What to expect:

• Director
• Lighting Camera Operator 
• Sound recordist 
• Production assistant  
• Portable greenscreen studio
• 1 days dedicated graphics production for      
    tailored animated graphics 
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PLATINUM

Our Platinum option allows for the creation of a ‘world’ behind your subjects. A large greenscreen studio 
opens out possibilities in terms of movement and special effects and bespoke purpose built backgrounds 
are possible. 

Ideal for: 

When special effects play a major part in authenticating the setting - ie. a newsroom.
When complex graphical representations of theory or scale are required
 

What to expect:

•  Director
• Lighting Camera Operator + 

assistant
• Sound recordist 
•  2 x Production Assistants  
•  Shoot in a large greenscreen studio
•  3 days dedicated graphics 
    production to create virtual set or 
    complex animations
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‘Eye Direct‘ Device which enables direct eye contact between interviewee and interviewer 
whilst the subject simultaneously looks straight down the lens.  This creates incredibly connected, powerful 
interview content where a relaxed subject talks directly to the viewer. It works best when the content is free 
flowing (ie. not written down and read), for emotional content or when the footage requires a more initmate 
feel. A personal story for example. Also good for product testimonials and endorsements. 

Teleprompter + Operator for straight to camera pieces where the material is too much or 
too complex to memorise or deliver off the cuff. 

Make Up Specific television make up expert to make the interviewee look as good as they can look. 
Brings a higher end feel to the overall look. 

Professional Presenter for when only perfect delivery will do. Range of options start from 
recent drama graduates and go up to household names. Price on application.

RECOMMENDED EXTRAS
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INFOGRAPHICS
Animated infographics are a great way of getting your message across. They help an audience quickly 
take in information and can clarify your message. Our infographics are bespoke and tailored to achieve 
your specific objectives. Whether you need staff training, explainer videos, or any form of information 
communication we can create a powerful films working with your budget and get effective results. Scripting, 
voice-over, design, graphics and file preparation are all taken care of.

Infographics per hour

Infographics per day

£50 per day

£400 per hour
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Our partners Floating Harbour Films provide a range of media services not covered within this brochure. 
Please talk to them if you have any upcoming projects that require any of the following:

Please go to floatingharbourfilms.co.uk for more information

Event Films / Documentary Films
Technical Demonstration Films 

Web marketing / Social Media Films
Broadcast commercials

Animation and 3D graphics
Greenscreen and SFX 

Audio Production
Post Production 

Production Equipment Hire
Web Development

OTHER FILM SERVICES
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Impromptu Ltd. and Floating Harbour Films 
passionately deliver the highest quality films 
across a range of budgets to suit the needs 
of our clients and deliver great value. You 
can find out more about us and see many 

examples of our work by visiting
 

www.impromptultd.com

www.floatingharbourfilms.co.uk

There is a version of this document that 
includes the indicated costs involved in 

producing the films we have described here.  

If you would like a copy of this or you have 
a film project in mind that you would like to 

talk to us about, please get in touch...

+44 (0)1785 221820
info@impromptultd.com
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http://www.floatingharbourfilms.co.uk
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